
Setting America’s 
Veterans in Motion



ADAPTIVE RIGIDITY
The three suspension pistons maintain rigidity on flat terrain for 
efficient propulsion, automatically compressing and expanding 
when encountering obstacles.

SINGLE-PIECE RIGID RIMS
The extremely rigid rim eliminates flex, maintaining rolling 
efficiency regardless of the suspension system’s actuation.    

RAPID SHOCK-RESET
After absorbing shock, the three suspension pistons reset to 
their rigid rolling state in about 1/3 rotation of the wheel. 

SUPERIOR RIDING EXPERIENCE

Don’t let pain and fatigue be a normal part of using your 
wheelchair.  SoftWheel can help reduce neck and back pain 

when overcoming daily obstacles by minimizing the shock 
impact you experience with traditional spoke wheels.

FREEDOM TO TAKE SHORTCUTS

Don’t let curbs, pain, or rough terrain determine the 
route you take. SoftWheel’s In-Wheel Suspension TM 
allows you to face obstacles head-on. Go where you 
never thought possible.

SELECTIVE SUSPENSION

Whether your lifestyle includes occasional adventures or 
aggressive terrain on the daily, SoftWheel allows you to 

select suspension when you want it and not worry about it 
when you don’t.

REINVENT  
YOUR  
WHEELCHAIR
EXPERIENCE
The Acrobat TM by SoftWheel is a patented in-wheel suspension 
technology that kicks into action only when the wheelchair 
encounters an obstacle. The hub shifts downward allowing the 
three suspension pistons to compress and expand accordingly, 
absorbing the shock impact so your body doesn’t have to.



SPECS
ACROBATA ACROBATM

Material:

Available Sizes:

Weight Capacity:

Weight:

Aluminum

24” & 25”

300 lbs.

4.85 lbs.

Magnesium

24” & 25”

300 lbs.

4.01 lbs.

STAGE 1 85 -  99 lbs.

STAGE 2 100 -  130 lbs.

STAGE 3 131 -  158 lbs.

STAGE 4 159 -  185 lbs.

STAGE 5 186 -  218 lbs.

STAGE 6 219 -  300 lbs.
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SOFTWHEEL 
WEIGHT  
CATEGORIES
The weights listed are recommended weights only and do not limit the weight capacity. 


